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       You could call me antisocial, I've called myself that sometimes too, but
I just prefer to be alone, and that's nothing against you. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

There are a lot of grown ups who should be sent up to their rooms and
told they must stay there until they learn they can play fair. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Words can never really help you say, what you want them to anyway.
And words can never really help you see, what you really want to be. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Allah made us all a different shade and colour. Nations and tribes
recognize one another! 'Cause every single person is your sister and
brother. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Allah gave the Qur'an to a very special man, who passed it on to us, for
the rest of all our days. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

If we can take the time to mute the noise we've build around ourselves
the rhythm of the heartbeats and the purpose may be clear. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Truth is buried, deep inside of men, sweep away each day. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

If we can just be brave enough to be each others mirror, we may finally
recognize the face of conscious that we fear. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Put all our pride away, always find a gentle word to say, you know we
shouldn't be full of ourselves when we should be full of humility . 
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We love to live a simple life... we simply love the life we live though
some would say it's hard. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

The foolish big boys who fight with their toys are so sadly silly. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali

Only when I smell the earth upon my face, will I ever be free, to fly from
this place. 
~Dawud Wharnsby Ali
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